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Disappointing results emerge from a recent paper posted online by the British Medical Journal, “Peer 

support for patients with type 2 diabetes: cluster randomized controlled trial.”
1
 The paper is impressive 

in many ways, a cluster randomized design that followed 395 patients (192 in the peer support 

condition) recruited through 20 general practices in the Republic of Ireland.  The intervention was 

comprised of nine group meetings led by trained peers and spaced over a two-year period. Outcome 

indicators included metabolic control (hemoglobin A1c), systolic blood pressure, total cholesterol and a 

measure of well being. There were no statistically significant differences between groups indicating an 

advantage to the peer support. The prominence of the report and its conclusion that “the results do not 

support the widespread adoption of peer support” raise concerns for the field. However, details of the 

intervention point up important differences from widely endorsed features of peer support and call into 

question the generality of these null findings. 

A vast amount of evidence links social support to health and well being. Primates derive great advantage 

from the support of parents, kin and familiars.
2
  Social support is strongly related to numerous health 

indicators
3
 and its absence, social isolation, has been estimated to be as lethal as smoking a pack of 

cigarettes per day.
4-5

 Reviews indicate widespread benefits
6
 and promising results of peer support 

interventions within important areas like diabetes management.
7
  Individual controlled studies indicate 

substantial benefits of specific peer support interventions, such as with “Lady Health Workers” reducing 

by half prevalence of post-partum depression in Pakistan
8
 or “Asthma Coaches” reducing 

rehospitalization for asthma by half among children with very low income, single mothers in the U.S.
9
 

Peer support programs are numerous around the world, but are often poorly evaluated, reported, and 

disseminated. Thus, how to organize and deploy peer support remains elusive. 

The paper by Smith and colleagues
1
 shows null results in a cluster randomized evaluation of periodic 

diabetes information groups led by peers plus enhancements of clinical care, compared to enhanced 

clinical care alone. A number of features of the study may have accounted for the disappointing results. 

At entry, the clinical status of participants was not remarkable (e.g., mean HbA1c = 7.2%), making 

demonstration of improvement difficult. Additionally, the enhancement of clinical care common to both 

conditions appears to have been appreciable, e.g., reduction of systolic blood pressure from 144 to 137 

mm Hg in controls. 

Most important, however, is the particular approach taken to operationalizing peer support in this 

study. The intervention itself focused on nine peer support group meetings spaced over two years. 

Based on the description of “Specific topics discussed in the peer support meetings” posted at BMJ.com, 

meetings addressed varied topics of interest to those with diabetes (e.g., heart and vascular disease, 

blood sugar levels, healthy eating, exercise, medications, foot care). “In general, the groups followed 

and discussed the planned topics”.p. 5,
1
 However, meetings appeared not to include a focus on 

individualized plans for behavior change and follow up of these plans, a feature commonly observed to 

be important in achieving improvements in self management of diabetes and other chronic diseases.
10-12

 

The description of the “Peer supporter training,” also posted at BMJ.com, indicates there were two, 90-

minute training sessions for the peer supporters. Communication skills and role play of them were 

covered only in the second session, which also addressed lifestyle and medication issues, confidentiality, 



and support for the peer supporters. From the report, there appears to have been no contact with 

participants outside the group meetings. Those who failed to attend the meetings were contacted by 

study nurses and the study manager but apparently not by the peer supporters themselves.p. 5,
1
   

Was peer support achieved? Average attendance was only five of the nine meetings schedule over two 

years.  Eighteen percent attended none. If an intervention was intended to provide peer support but 

was only modestly attended, one might question whether peer support has been provided sufficiently 

to be tested. 

From this important and well designed study, one can conclude that spending time in an intervention 

led by a peer is not magic. Offering adults with diabetes the opportunity to meet in occasional groups 

led by a peer to discuss issues of common interest appears insufficient to effect improvements in clinical 

status or well being. However, features of peer support recognized in the field as important may not be 

well appraised by this study. In particular, focus on adjusting management plans to the specifics of 

individuals’ lives, social and emotional support, linkage to clinical care, individualized contact, ongoing 

support, and other features common to successful peer support interventions
13-16

 do not appear to have 

been emphasized in the intervention reported by Smith and colleagues. Perhaps most important, the 

apparent limitation of contacts with the peer supporters to the nine structured meetings appears to 

have eliminated the easy availability of peer support often emphasized as a strength of social support 

interventions.
17

 

It is surely correct that the results of the study of Smith and colleagues “do not [in and of themselves] 

support the widespread adoption of peer support”.(abstract) However, it would be a tortured 

interpretation of null findings to extend this observation to all of peer support. As indicated above, there 

are many reasons to believe that peer support is indeed highly effective. Rather than overwhelming that 

evidence, the present results point to the challenges in developing ways to deliver peer support that is 

responsive to the complex and dynamic set of emotional, practical, and social needs of people with 

diabetes.  Peers for Progress (peersforprogress.org), a program of the American Academy of Family 

Physicians Foundation, is dedicated to promoting global exchange to identify effective and feasible peer 

support interventions. Surely the field needs the “future research” for which Smith and colleagues call, 

but the failure of this particular study should neither discourage that research nor efforts to find 

effective and efficient ways to bring peer support to the many who may benefit from it. 
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